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EXPERIMENTAL WAKE SURVEY BEHIND VIKING ' 75 ENTRY VEHICLE
AT ANGLES OF ATTACK OF 0o AND 5°, MACH NUMBERS
FROM 1.60 TO 3.95, AND LONGITUDINAL STATIONS
FROM 1.0 TO 8.39 BODY DIAMETERS
By Clarence A. Brown, Jr., James F. Campbell,
and Dorothy H. Tudor
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
An investigation was conducted to obtain flow properties in the wake of the Viking ' 75
Entry Vehicle at Mach numbers from 1.60 to 3.95 and at angles of attack of 0 ° and 5°.
The wake flow properties were calculated from total and static pressures measured with
a pressure rake at longitudinal stations varying from 1.0 to 8.39 body diameters and lat-
eral stations varying from -0.42 to 3.0 body diameters. These measurements showed a
consistent trend throughout the range of Mach numbers and longitudinal distances and an
increase in dynamic pressure with increasing downstream position.
INTRODUC TION
Investigations have shown that the flow structure behind blunt bodies will affect any
object that may be placed in the wake of that body. These flow structures are difficult to
predict and the effect on parameters such as drag and stability characteristics of the
object within the wake are not well understood. Results of several such investigations
to define flow fields behind blunt bodies can be found in references 1 to 5.
Recently, consideration has been given to landing an unmanned, instrumented pay-
load on the planet Mars. The thin atmosphere associated with Mars has resulted in et_try
designs that have low ballistic coefficients and utilize a parachute as the decelerator sys-
tem for soft landing on the planet. The parachute would be submerged in the wake of the
forebody; therefore, the flow field behind the forebody must be known. The drag of a para-
chute in free-stream conditions can be obtained readily in wind tunnel and free flight; how-
ever, when a parachute is immersed, partially or totally, in the wake of a forebody, the
force exerted by the parachute differs from that measured in free stream. To predict the
forces the parachute would exert on the forebody, measurements of the flow conditions of
the wake must be obtained.
An investigation hasbeen conductedto obtain flow properties in the wake of the
Viking '75Entry Vehicle at Mach numbers from 1.60to 3.95and at anglesof attack of 0°
and 5° . The wake properties were calculated from total and static pressures measured
with a pressure rake at longitudinal stations varying from 1.0 to 8.39body diameters and
lateral stations varying from -0.42 to 3.0 body diameters. Free-stream Reynolds num-
ber was 5.42x 106per meter (1.65x 106per foot) for the tests.
Tests were madewith four different configurations, two 120° included-angle cones,
a 140° included-angle cone,and the Viking '75 Entry Vehicle at Mach numbers from 1.60
to 3.95., Reference 5 presents the data for the two 120° included-angle cones andthe data
presentedin this paper cover the Viking Entry Vehicle. This paper and reference 5 are
intendedto make available, to interested persons, thesedatawithout analysis.
SYM BO LS
Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units.












The measurements and cal-
cone base diameter, 12.192 centimeters (4.80 inches)
local Mach number
free-stream Mach number
local static pressure, newtons/,meter2 (pounds/,foot2)
free-stream static pressure, newtons/,meter2 (pounds/,foot 2)
total pressure behind a normal shock wave, newtons/,meter2 (pounds/,foot2)
free-stream total pressure, newtons/,meter2 (pounds/,foot2)
local dynamic pressure, newtons/,meter2 (pounds/,foot2)
free-stream dynamic pressure, newtons/,meter2 (pounds/'foot2)
local velocity, meters/,second (feet/,second)
free-stream velocity, meters/,second (feet/,second)
longitudinal distance downstream from model base, centimeters
lateral distance from model-rake plane, centimeters (inches)
(inches)
vertical distance measured in the model-rake plane at zero angle of attack
of the model, centimeters (inches)
angle of attack of the model center line, degrees
Reynolds number
stagnation temperature, OK (OF)
APPARATUS
Wind Tunnel
The tests were conducted in both the low and high Mach number test sections of
the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel (ref. 6). The test section is a variable-pressure,
continuous-flow type. Each test section is approximately 1.2 meters (4 ft) square and
2.1 meters (7.0 ft) long. The nozzle leading to each test section is an asymmetric
sUding-block type, which permits a continuous variation of Mach number from approxi-
mately 1.5 to 2.9 in the low Mach number test section and from approximately 2.3 to 4.7
in the high Mach number test section.
MODELS AND INSTRUMENTATION
A sketch of the models used in the test program is shown in figure 1. The Viking '75
Entry Vehicle was constructed of polished aluminum and had a base diameter of 12.192 cm
(4.80 in.). The Viking '75 Entry Vehicle had a 140 ° cone that was blunted at the apex.
At the maximum diameter of the 140 ° cone, the edge radius was an exact scale of the
Viking Entry Vehicle. The afterbody was composed of frustums of two cones.
The Viking '75 Entry Vehicle was supported in the test section by a horizontal canti-
levered strut (fig. 2) having a sharp leading edge and a maximum cross-sectional thick -_
ness of about 0.953 cm (0.375 in.). The use of the horizontal cantilevered strut system
eliminated the possibility of obtaining schlieren photographs during the tests.
A pressure rake, illustrated in figure 3, was used to perform the wake survey
behind the bodies. The rake was 25.40 cm (10.0 in.) high and was composed of 41 total-
pressure tubes 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) apart and 21 static-pressure tubes 1.27 cm (0.50 in.)
apart. The rake was connectedto a sting which in turn was attachedto a standard sting-
support system.
Thepressures were recorded by using three 48-channelpressure sampling
gages. Two gagesusedto record total pressure hada maximum range of 57 711 N/m2
(1080lb/ft 2) absolute. The gageusedto record the static pressure had a maximum range
of 20684N/m2 (432lb/ft 2) absolute.
TEST AND ACCURACY
I
The tests were performed at Mach numbers of 1.60, 2.30, 2.96, and 3.95. The
Reynolds number for alltests was 5.42 × 106 per meter (1.65x 106 per foot). The stag-
nation dewpoint was maintained at 239° K (-30° F) in order to avoid condensation effects.






























1.60 339 150 45 043.35
2.30 339 150 60 760.05
2.96 339 150 85 710.45









The pressures in the wake of the body were measured by means of electrically
actuated pressure scanning valves that record essentially instantaneous values. The rake
was mounted vertically in the tunnel and was positioned in a ....'""'_+"'_"'_......... directior, at - _-
tio_s measured from the maximum diameter of the body. The rake was moved in a lateral
direction (y-direction) at three selected longitudinal stations. At the remaining longitudi-
nal stations, the rake was not traversed in a lateral direction (y-direction). A schematic
representation of the longitudinal and lateral stations is presented in figure 4.
Accuracy of the pressure scanning valves is within 1 percent of the full scale of the
gage; this accuracy includes all errors of linearity, hysteresis, and repeatability. The
free-stream stagnation pressure was measured with a precision mercury manometer, the
accuracy of which is +23.94 N/m2 (+0.50 lb/ft2).
The accuracy of the individual quantities is estimated to be within the following
limits:
Pt,_, N/m2 (Ib/ft 2) ............................ +526.68 (II.0)
PI' N/m2 (Ib/ft2) ............................ _335.16 (7.0)
x, cm (in.) ................................ 0.0254 (0.01)
y, cm (in.) ................................ 0.0254 (0.01)
Moo at 1.60 .................................... :. +0.01
Moo at 2.30 ..................................... +0.015
Moo at 2.96 ..................................... +0.02
Moo at 3.95 ..................................... +0.05
TABULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Flow properties calculated from measured total and static pressures in the wake
of the Viking ' 75 Entry Vehicle configuration are presented in tables 1 to 8. The tabula-
tions consist of the local flow properties for Mach number, velocity, static pressure, and
dynamic pressure. Each property has been nondimensionalized by its respective free-
stream value. The data are identified by the necessary geometric information to deter-
mine the longitudinal and lateral position in the flow field aft of the body. The appropriate
normal-shock expressions and isentropic flow relations were used in conjunction with the
measured total and static pressures to obtain the desired flow properties.
The design of the pressure rake is such that there is a displacement of about 1.27 cm
(0.50 in.) between the total- and static-pressure tubes. In order to obtain static- and
total-pressure data at the identical location, two sets of data were obtained. Total- and
static-pressure data were taken at the identical longitudinal and lateral position by moving
the sting to account for the offset between the total- and static-pressure tubes.
PRESENTATION OF DATA
The flow properties calculated from the measured total and static pressures in t_e
wake of the Viking '75 Entry Vehicle configuration are presented in figures 5 to 12 and
tables 1 to 8 for Mach numbers of 1.60, 2.30, 2.96, and 3.95 and for body angles of attack
of 0 ° and 5°. These data consist of ratios of local to free-stream conditions of Mach num-
ber, velocity, static pressure, and dynamic pressure presented as a function of vertical
distance z/D measured from the model-rake center line in the model-rake plane.
Presentedin figure 5 andtable 1 are the plotted and tabulated flow properties for a
Mach number of 1.60, body angle of attack of 0 °, x/D distances (longitudinal) varying
from 1.0 to 8.39 for y/D = 0, and y/D distances (lateral) varying from -0.42 to 3.0 for
three selected x/D distances (x/D = 2.5, 5.0, and 8.39). During the test, one of the
static-pressure tubes came unsoldered from the survey rake at z/D = +0.30 causing the
static-pressure measurement to be in error at this point. Because of the sequence in
which these data were taken and the fact that the tube became unsoldered during the run,
only that p'grtion of the curves near z/D -- +0.30 is in error and the magnitude of this
error can be seen by examination of the same region at z/D = -0.30.
Figure 6 and table 2 present the plotted and tabulated flow properties for a Mach
number of 2.30 for the same body angle of attack and x/D and y/D distances as fig-
ures 5 and table 1.
Figures 7 and 8 and tables 3 and 4 present the plotted and tabulated flow properties
for Mach numbers of 2.96 and 3.95. These data are presented for the same x/D and
y/D distances and body angle of attack as figures 5 and 6 and tables 1 and 2 for Mach
numbers of 1.60 and 2.30.
Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 and tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 present the plotted and tabulated
flow properties for Mach numbers of 1.60, 2.30, 2.96, and 3.95 for a body angle of attack
of 5° and varying x/D distances. During these tests, no attempt was made to traverse
the survey pressure rake in a lateral direction (y/D); therefore, the data presented are
for model center-line locations at various x/D distances.
The consistent trends established by the static- and dynamic-pressure data through-
out the range of Mach number and x/D result in well-defined data curves across the
wake; this is particularly important in the wake recompression region where large pres-
sure gradients are predominant. It is believed that these consistent trends, along with
the demonstrated repeatability of the data at all test conditions, make the present data a
reliable information source in defining the wake structure and flow properties aft of the
Viking Entry Vehicle.
Comparison of figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 shows that, for x/D from 1.0 to 4.0, the
dynam'ic pressure ratios ql//q_ at the center line were greater for the higher Mach
numbers; however, for x/'D > 4.0, ql//qo_ becomes greater for the lower Mach numbers
tested. When comparing x/D with y/D and z/D equal to zero for all Mach numbers,
the highest value shown for the dynamic-pressure ratio occurred at the greatest x/D
distance of the test (x/D = 8.39). These dynamic-pressure ratios varied from a maxi-
mum of 0.748 for Moo = 1.60 to 0.3949 for Moo = 3.95. For these same x1D distances,
but at the limit of the measuring rake (z/D = +1.04), the maximum dynamic-pressure ratio
did not occur at the same x/D distance with change in Mach number. For a Mach num-
ber of 1.60, little difference in dynamic-pressure ratio is evident between x/D of 4.0
and 8.39. However, at the other test Mach numbers, the maximum dynamic-pressure
ratio occurred at x/D of 5.0 for M:¢ = 2.30, x/D of 7.0 for M_ = 2.96, and x/Y) of
8.39 for Moo = 3.95.
Comparison of figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 indicates that the effect of a 5° angle of
attack of the body near the center line of the wake decreases as x/D increases.
Comparison of the wake data for the Viking Entry Vehicle with the same type of
data for the 120 ° cone of reference 5 indicates that changing the cone angle from 120 ° to
140 °, blunting the 140 ° apex cone, rounding the edges at the maximum diameter, and
adding an afterbody had only a slight effect on the velocity, Mach number, static-
pressure, and dynamic-pressure ratios obtained for both configurations. The 120 ° blunt
cone of reference 5 had slightly lower wake pressures than the Viking Entry Vehicle
throughout the test Mach number range.
The rake used during the investigation covered a z/D distance of +1.04 from the
body center line. As would be expected, the closer the survey rake is to the base of the
body the larger the variation in pressure noted for all Mach numbers. Also for all Mach
numbers and all x/D distances of the tests, the dynamic-pressure ratio approached
free-stream conditions at the outer edges of the wake, although some pressure loss is
shown in that free-stream conditions are not quite obtained within the distance covered
by the rake. The exception to this is when the survey rake is placed at a large y/D
distance and then the rake will measure the free-stream conditions of the tunnel.
One of the more important parameters for a decelerator system behind a blunt body
is the available dynamic pressure. The test data indicate that decelerator systems
embedded in the wake of a blunt body should be positioned such that the ql/qo_ ratio is
not degraded in a manner to make the decelerator system ineffective. Examination of
these data indicates that an x/D distance of the order of 4 or greater should be used to
decrease the loss of dynamic pressure within the wake of the blunt body.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An investigation was conducted to obtain flow properties in the wake of the Viking '75
Entry Vehicle at Mach numbers from 1.60 to 3.95 and at angles of attack of 0 ° and 5°.
The wake flow properties were calculated from total and static pressures measured with
a pressure rake at longitudinal stations varying from 1.0 to 8.39 body diameters and lat-
eral stations varying from -0.42 to 3.0 body diameters. These measurements showed a
consistent trend throughout the range of Mach number and longitudinal stations and an
increase in dynamic pressure with increasing downstream position.
Changing the cone angle from 120 ° to 140 ° , blunting the 140 ° apex cone, rounding
the edges at the maximum diameter, and adding the Viking afterbody had only a slight
7
effect on the velocity, Mach number, static-pressure, and dynamic-pressure ratios. The
120 ° cone of NASA TM X-2139 had slightly lower pressures than the Viking Entry Vehicle
throughout the test Mach number range.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., July 1, 1970.
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Note: Rake _ coincident .ith cone X-axle






Figure 3.- Pressure rake used in wake survey. Dimensionsare in centimeters (inches).
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(a) x/D=1.0; y/D= O; a=O °.
Figure 5.- Variation of pV%o, %/%0, MI,//V_o, and Vi/Voo with z/D in the wake of the Viking Entry Vehicle at a Mach number of 1.60
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(g) x/D= 2.5; y/D=l.O; e=O °.
Figure5.- Continued.
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(o) x/D=4.0; y/D =0; a=O °.
Figure 5= Continued.
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(r) x/D =5.0; y/D = 1.5; a=O o.
Figure 5.- Continued.
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(a) x/D = 1.0; y/D =0; u =0 °.
Figure 6.- Variation of pl/Poo, ql/qoo, MI//M, and Vi/Voo with z/D in the wake of the Viking Entry Vehicle at a Mach number of 2.30



















































(c) x/D:2.0; y/D =0; a=O °.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(h) x/D = 2.5; y/D = 0.83; (I= 0u.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(I) x/D = 2.5; y/D =0; a=O °.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(r) x/D =5.0; y/D= 1.5; a =0 °.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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x/D =5.0; y/D =0.42; a = 0°.
Figure 6.- Continued.











(w) x/D=5.0; y/D =0.21; a=O °.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(aa) x/D=7.0; y/D =_ s =0 °.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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x/D = 8.39; y/D = -0.42; a =0 o.
Figure 6.- Concluded.
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(a) x/D= 1.0: y/D =0; a=O °.
Figure 7.- Variation of P(,/_oo, ql,/%o, MI/M_o, and Vl_Voo with z/D in the wake of the Viking Entry Vehicle at a Mach number of 2.96
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(ee) x/D=8.39; y/O =1.5; a=O °.
Figure 7.- Continued.
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(gg) x/O = 8.39; y/D = 0.83; ix = 0°.
Figure 7.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Variation of P_Poo,
(a) x/D =1.0; y/'D =0; (_=0 °.
ql/qoo, Mi/_oo, and Vt/Voo with z/D in the wake of the Viking Entry Vehicle at a Mach number of 3.95
and a Reynolds number of 1.65 x 106 per foot (5.42 x 106 per meter).
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(i) x/D=2.5; y/D =0.63; n=O o.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Variation of
(a) x/D: 1.0; y/D =E a=5 °.
Pl_oo, qv%o, MI//Moo, and VI_V=o with z/O at the center of wake of the Viking Entry Vehicle at a Mach number
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(d) x/D= 2.5; y/D =0; o =5 0.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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(f) x/D =4.0; y/D = O; a =5 0.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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(a) x/D = 1.0; y/D = O; a = 50.
Figure 10.-Variationof pl/poo,ql/_, MI/IV_o, and Vl/V_ with z/D at the center of wake of the Viking Entry Vehicle at a Mach number
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(a)x/D= 1.0;y/D-O; (I=50 .
Figure11.-Variationof pl/p_,ql/qoo,MI/M=o,and Vl/Voowith z/D atthecenterofwakeofthe VikingEntryVehicleata Mach number
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(e) x/D=3.0; y/D=O; a=5 0.
Figure 11.- Continued.
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Figure t2.- Variation of pl/Poo,
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 "1.6 1.8
Rat i o
(a) x/D = 1.0; y/D =0; a =50 .
lll/qoo, Mi/Moo, and Vi/Voo with z/D at the center of wake of the Viking Entry Vehicle at a Mach number
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(e) x/D=3.0; y/D =0; a =5 0 .
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(j) x/D = 8.0; y/D = O; o = 50.
Figure 12.- Continued.






(k) x/D = 8.39; y/D = O; ct= 50.
Figure 12.- Concluded.
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